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BOLLARD

EXIT BOLLARD

A circular opening punctuates the slender rectangular form of the

The PORTAL EXIT BOLLARD delivers an exterior rated architectural solution

PORTAL BOLLARD, creating a striking visual. The satin anodized ring

for visual guidance and messaging. Suitable for outdoor applications

featuring a beveled profile houses the clear acrylic band, which distributes

ranging from rooftop pool decks and gardens to courtyards, the slender

light from recessed LED sources. Bollard is available in warm or neutral white

rectangular profile integrates comfortably into a variety of architecture.

color temperatures. Concealed mounting plate assembly delivers a clean,

The extruded aluminum bollard is available with green or red lettering to

flangeless appearance. All hardware is stainless steel. Standard colors; matte

meet local code requirements. Custom signage or patterns may also be

silver grey metallic or graphite grey. Special colors available. CSA Certified

incorporated on request. Concealed mounting plate assembly delivers a

for Wet Locations.

clean, flangeless appearance. All hardware is stainless steel. Standard
colors; matte silver grey metallic, dark grey, or graphite grey. Special colors
available. CSA Certified for Wet Locations and UL924 standards.
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COLUMN
PORTAL COLUMN adds a unique visual accent to architectural
feature spaces with its striking linear simplicity juxtaposed with
the circular aperture. Functional illumination is provided by
concealed LED light engines projecting through the clear acrylic
ringed lens. The column may include optional marker lights
at the base to provide added pathway illumination with either
diffused or controlled optics. The extruded aluminum body
can be 8’ or 10’ in height. It has a concealed mounting plate
assembly to deliver a clean, flangeless appearance.
All hardware is stainless steel. Standard colors; matte silver

RECOGNITION
The PORTAL ILLUMINATING COLUMN has garnered many prestigious awards including the
2018 selection in both Architectural Products and Architectural SSL Magazine’s annual Product
Innovation Awards (PIA), LightFair International’s 2018 Best of Category Award; and the inclusion in the
Illuminating Engineering Society (IES) 2018 Annual Progress Report.
The PORTAL EXIT BOLLARD was also selected for inclusion in the 2018 IES Progress Report.
Additionally, it was judged a winner in the 2018 Architectural Products annual Product Innovation Awards, and
additionally received a Special Citation in the Hospitality category as having a “very subtle and
unobtrusive design, yet effective in nature”.

grey metallic, dark grey, or graphite grey. Special colors
available. CSA Certified for Wet Locations.
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BENCH

ILLUMINATED BENCH

Circular openings framed by satin anodized machined aluminum rings add a visually elegant

Subtle illumination from low-wattage accents adds ambience to evening settings with the

appearance to the PORTAL BENCH. Sustainable black locust slats for the seat impart a rich

PORTAL ILLUMINATED BENCH. Two circular light sources on the narrow faces of each vertical

texture to the overall presentation and may include an optional concealed wireless charging

pillar adds soothing pools of light surrounding the bench space in warm or neutral white light.

station making it very suitable for public spaces found in municipality properties, parks, retail,

Complementary illuminating columns and bollards provide a cohesive design solution for exterior and

and other pedestrian venues. Complementary illuminating columns and bollards provide a

interior feature spaces. All hardware is stainless steel. Wood is harvested using sustainable cultivation

cohesive design solution for exterior and interior feature spaces. All hardware is stainless steel.

practices and is FSC Certified.

Wood is harvested using sustainable cultivation practices and is FSC Certified.
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